
Investigators who focus on HIV/AIDS clinical, behavioral, public health, or laboratory research are invited to submit abstracts to the 
2024 SD CFAR Research Day. Preference will be given to emerging investigators and to those whose research has been supported by 
SD CFAR core services or grant funding. Grant funding includes Developmental grants, International Pilot grants, Administrative 
Supplements, Community Research Kick Start grants, HWSPH, PROPEL, and Next Generation grants.
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Title: Use a concise title that indicates the content of the abstract. Italicize specific names of microorganisms.
Authors: Authors’ names should be typed in upper- and lowercase letters (please do not use all capital letters). Use first    
name and last name. Indicate the presenting author and include an email address and business phone. There is a limit of                
10 authors per abstract.
Affiliations: List institution, city, and state for domestic authors. List institution, city, and country for international authors. Do 
not include department, division, laboratory, or acknowledgements.
Funding Source: List funding source(s) and grant number(s). All grants funded by the San Diego Center for AIDS Research 
share the same number: P30 AI036214.

Abstracts will not be accepted for work that has been published. We will consider abstracts for work that has been presented but not 
yet published. When submitting your abstract, please indicate in your email whether and where your research was previously 
presented.

Abstract submissions are welcome on all aspects of HIV, including clinical, behavioral, public health, or laboratory research. Abstracts 
are limited to 2,500 characters, including spaces. A maximum of one table or one figure may be included. Please do not include 
literature references or copyright or trademark symbols. 
 

Please bold the following four section headings within the text of your abstract:
Background: A concise statement of the issue under investigation or a hypothesis;
Methods: The research methods used (including the statistical analyses employed);
Results: Specific findings (promises such as “to be completed” or “to be presented” are not acceptable); and
Conclusions: A summary of findings that are supported by your results. Statistical analyses used to support the conclusions, 
where appropriate, should be included.

Email completed abstracts in Word or PDF format to cfar@ucsd.edu by Monday, July 15, 2024. Results will be announced by Friday, 
August 23, 2024.

September 20, 2024
2024 Research Day

NextGen HIV Research: Tackling Critical Issues Head-On

Visit cfar.ucsd.edu for details.


